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Abstract 

Pyk2 is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase that belongs to the family of focal adhesion kinases. Studies from 

our laboratory and others demonstrated that mice lacking the Pyk2 gene (Ptk2B) have high bone mass, 

which was due to increased osteoblast activity, as well as decreased osteoclast activity.  It was previously 

reported that a chemical inhibitor that targets both Pyk2 and its homolog FAK, led to increased bone 

formation in ovariectomized rats.  In the current study, we developed a hydrogel containing poly(ethylene 

glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) and gelatin which was curable by visible-light curable and was suitable for the 

delivery of small molecules, including a Pyk2-targeted chemical inhibitor. We characterized several critical 

properties of the hydrogel, including viscosity, gelation time, swelling, degradation, and drug release 

behavior. We found that a hydrogel composed of PEGDA1000 plus 10% gelatin (P1000:G10) exhibited 

Bingham fluid behavior that can resist free flowing before in situ polymerization, making it suitable for use 

as an injectable carrier in open wound applications. The P1000:G10 hydrogel was cytocompatible and 

displayed a more delayed drug release behavior than other hydrogels we tested.  Importantly, the Pyk2-

inhibitor-hydrogel retained its inhibitory activity against the Pyk2 tyrosine kinase, and promoted osteoblast 

activity and mineral deposition in vitro. Overall, our findings suggest that a Pyk2-inhibitor based hydrogel 

may be suitable for the treatment of craniofacial and appendicular skeletal defects and for targeted bone 

regeneration. 
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1. Introduction

The repair of bone damage including large bony defects resulting from trauma, infection, tumor, and

skeletal abnormalities is challenging due to their large size and the need to maintain stability and

cytocompatibility. The current gold standard treatment for the regeneration of bony defects is the use of

autologous grafts because they possess inherent osteoconductivity, osteoinductivity, and osteogenicity.

However, there are a limited number of skeletal sites from which large grafts can be harvested and concerns

for donor site morbidity remain [1, 2]. Bone tissue engineering techniques that use biomolecules or drugs

incorporated into scaffolds have been investigated as an alternative approach for bone grafting [3, 4].

Among these biomolecules, BMP-2 is a well-documented growth factor for bone regeneration in orthopedic

and maxillofacial applications [3, 5-7], although clinical concerns exist such as increased risk of radicular

pain, ectopic bone formation and osteolysis. These limitations suggest a continued need for that alternative

biomolecules for bone regeneration and bone tissue engineering remains [8-11].

The proline-rich tyrosine kinase, Pyk2, belongs to the family of focal adhesion kinases, and 

regulates the proliferation, adhesion and migration of mesenchymal cells [12-18].  We and others have 

shown that Pyk2 genetic deletion leads to increased bone bass, through both increased bone formation by 

osteoblasts and decreased bone-degradation by osteoclasts [16, 19].  Further, we reported that Pyk2-

deficient osteoblasts show increased proliferation and mineral deposition than wild-type (WT) osteoblasts, 

and that the osteogenic effect of Pyk2-deletion was associated with the estrogen signaling cascade [20].  

Further, it was shown that ovariectomized rats treated with the chemical inhibitor PF-431396 (PF-43), 

which targets both Pyk2 and the related protein FAK, had increased bone formation and were protected 

from ovariectomy-induced bone loss [16]. A new Pyk2-targeted inhibitor PF-4618433 (PF-46) was 

subsequently developed and shown to enhance alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity and mineral deposition 

by human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in vitro [21].  These findings suggest that a Pyk2-inhibitor based 

scaffold may be useful for targeted osteogenic applications. 

Drug delivery systems such collagen sponges have been proven for safety and efficiency for bone 

regeneration [22]. However, collagen sponges exhibit an initial uncontrolled burst release that can damage 

surrounding tissues. A better alternative for controlled drug delivery is poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) [23, 

24]. PEG-diacrylate (PEGDA), a PEG-based macromer with reactive termini, has extensively been used in 

hydrogel fabrication because of the simplicity of its synthesis and its commercial availability [25]. 

However, the PEGDA solution is a low viscosity fluid that is difficult to use for in situ polymerization 

applications, such as the repair of segmental long bone defects. It is known that the incorporation of gelatin 

into matrices enhances their biological characteristics because gelatin contains cell-recognition motifs such 

as RGD sequences, and gelatin can be cleaved by various proteases such as matrix metalloproteinase MMP-

2 and MMP-9, which can improve the biodegradability of the system. [26, 27]. Furthermore, a semi-
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interpenetrating network (sIPN), which contains photocrosslinked PEG matrices and physically entrapped 

gelatin, has been developed as an effective drug delivery and tissue engineering scaffold [28]. sIPN of PEG 

matrices improves protein resistance and mechanical stability.  Therefore, we postulated that incorporation 

of gelatin into a PEGDA prepolymer solution would enhance the viscosity of solution, and consequently 

improve the handling of prepolymer solution.   

In the current study, we developed a new PEGDA-gelatin hydrogel which was suitable as a carrier 

scaffold for small molecules, including the Pyk2-inhibitor, PF-461-8433 (PF-46).  We found that the 

PEGDA-gelatin hydrogel is an effective carrier in terms of its viscosity and material handling properties, 

hydrogel biodegradability and drug release behavior.  The Pyk2-inhibitor releases from the PEGDA-gelatin 

hydrogel retained its bioactivity and was effective in promoting osteoblastic bone formation in vitro.  These 

findings suggest that PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels are suitable for the delivery of small molecules such as the 

Pyk2 inhibitor, and therefore will have broad applications for targeted bone regeneration. 

 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Materials 

Hyclone α-MEM, L-glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) were purchased from Thermo Fisher, NY, 

USA.  Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) was from Biowest, MO, USA.  PF-431396 (PF-43) [16] was purchased 

from Sigma, MO, while PF-4618433 (PF-46) [21] was purchased from Adipogen CA (USA).  Resorbable 

RCF collagen sponges were purchased from the Surgical Supplies Co. Brockton, MA, USA. Type B gelatin 

from bovine skin and 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin were from Sigma-Aldrich.  PEGDA 1000 Da and 600 Da 

was purchased from Polysciences Inc, Warrington, PA (USA).  The LAP photoinitiator and dithiothreitol 

were from Sigma.  The CellTiter 96® AQeous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay kit was from 

Promega, WI, USA.  Ascorbic acid, β-glycerol phosphate and p-nitrophenyl phosphate in 1.5 M alkaline 

buffer, Alizarin Red S, cetyl pyridinium chloride and Type B gelatin were all purchased from Sigma. 

 

2.2. Cell culture 

Murine bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells were used our source of stromal pre-

osteoblast/osteoblast cells (BMSCs) and were obtained from tibia and femur of 8-14 week-old C57BL/6 

mice. Both proximal and distal ends of the tibia and femur were cut away from the epiphysis, and the 

marrow was flushed out with PBS. The released cells were collected and cultured in α-MEM with L-

glutamine (Hyclone, UT, USA) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin 

(P/S, Lonza, NJ, USA) in an incubator at 37ºC with 5% CO2. The medium was changed after 24 hours and 

non-adherent cells were removed.  Cells were cultured until confluent and then trypsinized and plated in 

new dishes. All experiments used BMSCs from the second passage.  All mice used in this study were 
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handled according to the guidelines of the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science using 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) approved protocols and in according with the NIH 

(Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 1996).  

MC3T3-E1 mouse osteoblastic cell line were originally purchased from the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC). 293VnR cells were developed as previously reported [29].  Aliquots of cells were 

stored frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen cells were thawed and grown in α-MEM with L-glutamine 

supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) P/S in an incubator at 37ºC with 5% CO2. 

 

2.3. Cell proliferation assay 

To examine the effect of PF-431396 (PF-43) and PF-4618433 (PF-46) on the proliferation of osteoblasts, 

BMSC were plated at 2 × 103 cells/well of 96-well plate in the presence or absence of 0 - 0.3 μM of each 

inhibitor for 24 hours. A MTS assay using the CellTiter 96® AQeous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation 

Assay kit was then performed. The absorbance at 490 nm was measured using a spectrophotometer. 

Experiments were performed in triplicate and repeated three times independently. 

 

2.4. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity assay 

BMSC were plated at 4 × 104 cells and differentiated into mature osteoblasts with 50 μM ascorbic acid (AA) 

and 5 mM β-glycerol phosphate (β-GP) in the presence or absence of various concentration of PF-43 or PF-

46 for 7 days. ALP activity assay was assayed by adding cell lysate to the ALP substrate containing 2 

mg/mL p-nitrophenyl phosphate in 1.5 M alkaline buffer as previously reported [17, 18]. The enzymatic 

reaction was stopped by adding 20 mM NaOH, and optical absorbance at 405 nm was recorded using a 

spectrophotometer. ALP activity was normalized by total protein concentration using a PierceTM BCA 

protein assay kit. Experiments was performed in triplicate and repeated three times.   

 

2.5. Quantification Alizarin Red S staining 

BMSC were plated at 4 × 104 cells/well in the presence or absence of various concentration of PF-43 or PF-

46 and differentiated into mature osteoblasts under osteogenic conditions containing for up to 21 days. 

Osteoblasts were fixed and stained with 40 mM Alizarin Red S (pH 4.2), which stains bound calcium-

stained mineral deposits, as previously reported [17, 18, 30].  Alizarin-stained cells were imaged.  

Alternatively, the wells were washed extensively after staining, the bound Alizarin Red S was extracted 

with 1% cetyl pyridinium chloride in 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0) and the absorbance was measured 

at 562 nm.  Ca2+ deposition was quantified against an Alizarin Red S standard curve.  Experiments were 

performed in triplicate and reproduced 3 times. 
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2.6. Hydrogels preparation 

PEGDA 600 Da or 1000 Da was dissolved in α-MEM at 37°C under stirring to form a 50% w/v (0.5 g/mL) 

solution overnight. To this, 2% (0.02 g) lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) 

photoinitiator, and 0.1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) were added and stirred for 8 hours [31, 32]. Type B gelatin 

was also dissolved in α-MEM at 37 °C under stirring to form 10% w/v (0.1 g/mL) or 20% (0.2 g/mL) 

solution overnight, and the pH adjusted to 7.2.  Next, PEGDA solution was mixed with gelatin solution at 

ratio 1:1 by volume under stirring to obtain the following gel formulations: 1) PEGDA1000 plus 10 % 

gelatin (P1000:G10).  1 mL of PEGDA1000 was combined with 1 mL of the 20% gelatin solution to form 

a hydrogel with the final concentration of 25% PEGDA1000 plus 10% gelatin, or 2.5 g PEGDA1000 plus 

0.1 g gelatin.  2) PEDGA600 plus 5% gelatin (P600:G5).  1 mL of PEGDA600 was combined with 1 mL 

of the 10% gelatin solution to form a hydrogel with the final concentration of 25% PEGDA600 plus 5% 

gelatin, or 2.5 g PEGDA600 plus 0.05 g gelatin.  3) 25% PEGDA1000 (P1000).  4) 25% PEGDA600 

(P600). All the concentrations indicated were the final concentration in the prepolymer solution. Aliquots 

of the prepolymer solution (150 μL each) were pipetted into disk-shaped silicone molds of 5 mm in diameter 

and 3 mm in thickness, and then exposed under LED light 450-470 nm and 1000 J/cm2 for 2-6 minutes to 

achieve complete photopolymerization. A schematic representation of the preparation of hydrogels, and the 

subsequent characterization analyses and osteoblast osteogenic studies with eluted PF-46 are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

2.7. Dynamic viscosity test 

Dynamic viscosity of the prepolymer solutions (1 mL) was measured on a Bohlin CVO 100 digital 

rheometer (viscometry mode) using 4° cone/plate geometry in controlled shear rate at 100 to 600 s−1 with 

a gap size of 150 µm at room temperature [33].  

 

2.8. Determination gelation time 

Gelation times of the P600, P600:G5, P1000, and P1000:G10 prepolymer solutions were determined using 

a technique as described previously [34, 35]. Briefly, the prepolymer solution 150 μL was pipetted into the 

disk-shaped silicone mold of 5 mm in diameter and 3 mm in thickness and exposed under visible LED light 

450-470 nm and 1000 J/cm2 for 20 seconds; then a periodontal probe was used to contact the surface. This 

contact was repeated at 20-second intervals throughout the duration of light exposure. Gelation time was 

defined as the time when the surface of materials hardened and materials did not adhere to the tip of the 

periodontal probe. This experiment was carried out at the room temperature (N=5/group). 

 

2.9. Swelling and degradation 
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The swelling and degradation of our hydrogels was determined as reported previously [31, 32]. Hydrogels 

were prepared (N=5/group) as described above and were dried under the vacuum for 48 hours to completely 

remove remaining water. The initial dry weight of hydrogel was measured. Hydrogels were immersed in 1 

mL of pH 7.4 PBS in microfuge tubes and stored at 37°C. Hydrogels were removed from the tubes every 

30 minutes for the first four hours, and then at 24, 48, 72, 120, 240, 360, 480, and 600 hours.  Immediately 

after removal, hydrogels were dried with Whatman paper to remove excess water and then weighed. One 

mL of fresh PBS was used at every time point to keep the volume constant. The percentage of swelling 

ratio (Q) was then calculated as: 𝑄𝑄 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊

× 100%.  Wt is wet weight at time t, and Wd is dried weight of 

hydrogels.  To quantify hydrogel degradation, we performed a hydrolytic degradation assay. The extent of 

degradation (D) was calculated on day 3, 5, 10, 15, and 25 using the following equation:  𝐷𝐷 = �1 − 𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
� ×

100%.  Mt is the gel mass at a particular time point and mi is the gel mass at 48 hours. 

 

2.10. FTIR analysis of hydrogels 

To characterize the chemical characteristics of the hydrogels, PEGDA600, 10% gelatin stock solution, 

cured P600:G5, PEGDA1000, 20% gelatin stock solution, and cured P1000:G10 were evaluated by 

fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) as previously reported [36] using the attenuated total 

reflection mode (FT/IR-4100, JASCO Analytical Instruments, Easton, MD, USA), at a resolution of 4.0 

cm-1 from 1500 to 2800 cm-1.  

 

2.11. Cytotoxicity of hydrogels 

The cytotoxicity of hydrogels against MC3T3-E1 osteoblastic cells was evaluated by following the 

guidelines of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 10993-5) [37]. Hydrogels and 

collagen sponge disks (N = 5/group) were prepared as above. All samples were sterilized by UV light for 

30 minutes per side. Each sample was immersed in 1 mL of α-MEM with L-glutamine supplemented with 

10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) P/S in an incubator at 37ºC for 24 hours. Eluates from each group were then 

collected. MC3T3-E1 were seeded at 1.5 × 103 cells per well in 96-well plate and incubated overnight at 

37°C with 5% CO2. Thereafter, the medium was replaced with 150 μL of eluates from the scaffolds. For 

the control group, fresh medium was used. After incubation for 24 hours, the CellTiter 96®AQeous Non-

Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay kit was used.  

 

2.12. In vitro drug release behavior 

We initially used 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin (AMC), a fluorogenic compound, as a test molecule to 

determine the drug release behavior of our hydrogels. AMC detection can be readily accomplished using 
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370 nm excitation and 460 nm emission wavelengths.  Therefore, we compared the release behavior of the 

hydrogels with collagen sponges [38] using AMC as a test drug due to its ease of use.  Collagen sponges 

were cut into disks of 5 mm in diameter and 3 mm in thickness using a hole-puncher and then loaded 

directly with an equivalent volume of AMC.  

Hydrogel disks and collagen sponges were prepared as described above (N=5/group). 50 μg of 

AMC was added directly to collagen sponge, or added to the prepolymer hydrogel solution before 

photopolymerization. Samples from each group were soaked in 1 mL of PBS and stored in an incubator at 

37ºC for 24 hour. Samples from all groups were then sonicated. To determine the amount of 7 AMC that 

was successfully loaded into the scaffolds, the total amount of AMC released into the PBS was measured 

using a Biotek Synergy HTX multi-mode reader at 370 nm excitation and 460 nm emission wavelengths. 

The loading efficacy was calculated as follows:   % loading efficacy =   𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑊𝑊
𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑊𝑊

 × 100 

For the release profile of AMC over time, samples were soaked in 1 mL of PBS at 37°C, and 500 

μL of the soaking solution was collected on day 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, to measure the AMC amount 

using a Biotek Synergy HTX multi-mode spectrophotometer (n=5/group). The samples were replaced with 

fresh 500 μL of PBS at every time point in order to keep a constant volume. The concentration of release 

AMC was calculated from a standard curve of AMC.  

The drug release profile of P1000:G10 containing a final concentration of 20 µM PF-46 or 

equivalent volume of the DMSO vehicle control were evaluated as above.  PF-46 was added to the P1000 

prior to the addition of gelatin to a final concentration of 20 µM (17.82 µg), after which 150 µl of the 

hydrogel was immediately loaded into molds, and light cured.  The disks were released from the mold, and 

immersed in 250 µl serum free α-MEM (required for subsequent cell-based studies) for a final volume of 

400 µl of P1000:G10 hydrogel containing PF-46.  The hydrogel was incubated at 37oC for 1, 2, 3, 4, 24, 

48, 72, 96 hours.  At each time point, 50% of the solution was removed and replaced with the same volume 

of fresh α-MEM.  The percentage loading efficacy was calculated using a spectrophotometer based on the 

reported emission wavelength for PF-46.  A standard curve was generated for PF-46 (after subtracting the 

DMSO baseline) and used to calculate the release profile of PF-46 from the hydrogel. The % cumulative 

release of PF-46 from the P1000:G10 hydrogel was calculated as described above.  Experiments were 

performed in triplicate and mean ± SEM was determined. 

 

2.13. In vitro kinase activity assay 

PF-46 (20 µg) loaded hydrogels were prepared, sterilized by UV, and then soaked in α-MEM with 10% 

FBS and 1% P/S at 37ºC for 24 hours. The concentration of PF-46 was estimated based on the release 

behavior calculated for loaded hydrogels after 24 hours. Three days prior to conducting the kinase assay, 
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293VnR cells were transfected with Pyk2 cDNA. 293VnR cells were used in this assay because they do not 

express Pyk2 and reveal high efficiency in transfection [29]. Pyk2-expressing 293VnR cells were then 

treated for 2 hours with released PF-46 at various concentrations (N = 5/group). For the positive and 

negative controls, Pyk2-expressing 293VnR cells were incubated with fresh PF-46 at 0.1 and 0.3 μM 

concentrations (positive-controls) or left untreated (negative) control group. In addition, Pyk2-expressing 

293VnR cells were immunoprecipitated with an anti-Pyk2 antibody and blotted for Pyk2 (EMD Millipore, 

MA, USA) to confirm that all groups had the same level of Pyk2. After this, a tyrosine kinase activity assay 

was performed following the manufacturer’s protocol (Takara Bio, CA, USA). 

 

2.14. Statistical analyses 

All data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc multiple 

comparisons where appropriate. Data was analyzed by using SPSS 24 software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, 

NY, USA). Data is presented as means ± standard error of means (SEM), and a statistically significant 

difference was determined at p ≤ 0.05. 

 

3. Results 

3.1.  The Pyk2 inhibitor, PF-46, enhances osteoblast proliferation, matrix formation and mineralization. 

First, we compared the effects of two Pyk2 inhibitors, PF-43 is reported to be a dual Pyk2/FAK inhibitor, 

and PF-46, which is more highly selective for Pyk2.  We examined the effect of PF-43 and PF-46 on the 

proliferation of osteoblast precursors. PF-43 (0.1 and 0.3 μM) and PF-46 (0.3 μM) significantly increased 

cell proliferation activity when compared to the untreated or control group (p<0.05).  Moreover, 0.1 μM 

PF-46 exhibited the highest proliferation activity among the groups (p<0.05) (Figure 1A).  

We next examined the effect of the inhibitors on the activity of mature osteoblasts, using the ALP 

and mineralization assays.  ALP is an enzyme expressed in the membrane of active osteoblasts and is 

essential for the ability of osteoblasts to produce un-mineralized osteoid, which is then later mineralized by 

the mature osteoblasts [39].  During the differentiation process, pre-osteoblasts mature to osteoblasts and 

then differentiate further to become mineralizing osteoblasts.  This involves the temporal and linear 

expression of necessary genes/proteins.  To induce the differentiation of BMSCs into osteoblasts, BMSCs 

were cultured with 50 μM ascorbic acid and 5 mM β-GP in the presence or absence of PF-43 or PF-46, or 

vehicle control (DMSO).  Since ALP activity peaks before the peak for maximal mineral deposition, we 

examined the effect of the inhibitors by quantifying ALP activity at 7 days, and mineral deposition at later 

time points (14 or 21 days).  Our results revealed that both PF-43 and PF-46 at 0.1 and 0.3 μM significantly 

increased ALP activity (Figure 1B).  However, calcium deposition, which is a marker of the mineralizing 

activity of osteoblasts, was only enhanced by PF-46 at the concentrations examined (0.1 and 0.3 μM), with 
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PF-43 showing no effect on calcium deposition at these concentrations (Figure 1C). Given that PF-46 

increased both ALP and mineral deposition, our findings suggest that PF-46 promotes differentiation from 

immature to mature mineralizing osteoblasts, whereas PF-43 is only able to promote the early stages of the 

osteoblast differentiation process during which ALP is active. Based on our finding that PF-46 promotes 

ALP activity and mineralization to a greater extent than PF-43, the dual Pyk2/FAK inhibitor, we used PF-

46 for all subsequent studies.  

 

3.2. P1000:G10 prepolymer solution reveals Bingham fluid behavior with a yield point.  

To measure the dynamic viscosity of the prepolymer solutions, all prepolymer solutions were prepared and 

examined for the controlled shear rate viscometry using a digital rheometer (viscometry mode) at room 

temperature. Our results demonstrated that all groups exhibited shear-thinning behavior. Furthermore, the 

addition of gelatin enhanced the shear-thinning effect in both P1000 and P600 prepolymer solutions (Figure 

3A). After prepolymer solutions reached Newtonian fluid behavior and exhibited a constant viscosity, 

P1000:G10 revealed the highest viscosity (44.8 mPa.s), followed by P600:G5 (39.1 mPa.s), P1000 (28.5 

mPa.s) and lastly P600 (16.4 mPa.s). 

Yield stress is the applied stress that needs to be exceeded in order to make materials flow. A 

material with this property is called a Bingham fluid or yield stress fluid, which is fully elastic when the 

stress value is below the yield stress, but it flows at stresses above yield stress [40].  Regarding the plot of 

shear stress versus the shear rate or the flow curve (Figure 3B), incorporating gelatin into the PEGDA1000 

prepolymer solutions allowed P1000:G10 solution to demonstrate a yield stress of about 16 Pa. This 

property allows the prepolymer solution to remain localized when delivered, and is not free-flowing before 

the solution is polymerized by light curing. 

 

3.3. Determination of hydrogel gelation times.  

The gelation times of P600, P600:G5, P1000, and P1000:G10 are shown in Figure 4. The statistical analysis 

indicated significant differences in the gelation times among the groups (p<0.05). The shortest mean 

gelation time (2.17±0.17 minutes) was recorded for P600. No significant difference in the gelation time 

was found between P600 and P600:G5. However, both P1000 and P1000:G10 showed a significantly higher 

gelation time than P600 and P600:G5. P1000:G10 exhibited the significantly longest gelation time when 

compared to the other groups (5.4±0.15 minutes, p<0.05). We can see that both P600:G5 and P1000:G10 

exhibited a gelation time between 2-6 minutes, which is acceptable and feasible for in situ polymerization. 

Regarding the viscosity, P600:G5 and P1000:G10 had shear-thinning effect and a high viscosity and yield 

stress fluid. These finds suggest these hydrogels can be used as injectable carriers and the solutions will not 
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be free-flowing before in situ photopolymerization. Therefore, P600:G5 and P1000:G10 hydrogels were 

chosen for all subsequent experiments.  

 

3.4. P600:G5 shows a greater swelling behavior and degradation than P1000:G10. 

 The swelling behavior of hydrogels can greatly affect the pore size of network and drug release behavior 

of gels. We evaluated the swelling ratio (Q) of PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels by soaking gels in PBS at 37°C 

and weight measuring up to 25 days. Both P1000:G10 and P600:G5 gels revealed rapid water absorption 

and swelling and reached a maximum swelling ratio (Qmax) within 1 and 1.5 hours, respectively (Figure 

5A). P1000:G10 showed significantly lower Qmax than P600:G500 (p<0.05). There were no difference in 

the percent weight loss between P600:G5 and P1000:G10 at day 25 (Figure 5B). 

 

3.5. Chemical characterization of uncured and cured hydrogels 

To characterize the chemical characteristics of the hydrogels, PEGDA 600 (P600), 10% gelatin stock 

solution, cured P600:G5, PEGDA 1000 (P1000), 20% gelatin stock solution, and cured P1000:G10 

were evaluated by FTIR.  As shown in Figure 6, The FTIR spectrums clearly showed the C=C stretch 

around 1634 cm-1 from 50% PEGDA 600 solution and PEGDA 1000 solution in α-MEM.  Carboxylic acid 

C=O stretch around 1705 cm-1 from the acids in α-MEM can also be seen. Amide I C=O stretch can be 

seen in the two gelatin samples around 1630 cm-1. Amide II N-H deformation can also been seen in the 

20% gelatin solution around 1550 cm-1. 

 

3.6. P1000:G10 hydrogels exhibit the highest loading efficiency and the slowest release behavior.  

The loading efficiency mostly depends on the drug or substance solubility in the scaffold matrix material, 

the composition and molecular weight of the polymer, and the drug–polymer interaction [41]. Resorbable 

collagen sponges are widely used as carrier for biomolecules for regenerative applications [38, 42]. 

Therefore, we compared the drug release behavior of hydrogels with drug-loaded collagen sponges. Similar 

to other published studies using coumarin-based fluorochromes, we used the fluorogenic compound, AMC, 

as a model to determine the drug release characteristics of our hydrogels [43].  As a control, collagen 

sponges, which are commonly used as drug carriers, were also loaded with a similar amount of the AMC 

compound.  We determined the total amount of AMC released from the candidate carriers as shown in 

Figure 7A. The AMC-loaded collagen sponges showed a loading efficiency of 100%, while the loading 

efficiencies in P1000:G10 and P600:G5 were 99% and 83%, respectively.  

For the release behavior of the PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels compared to the collagen sponge, we 

also used AMC.  The hydrogels and collagen sponges loaded with AMC were soaked for 1-25 days, and 

aliquots of the fluorochrome were measured at different time intervals.  The percentage of cumulative in 
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vitro release patterns of AMC loaded PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels and collagen sponges are shown in 

Figure 7B. On day 3, the cumulative initial burst of dye released from P1000:G10, P600:G5, and control 

were approximately 84%, 88%, and 93% of the loading amount, respectively. Approximately 100% of 

the loaded fluorochrome was released from the control group by day 5, followed by P600:G5 at day 10 

and P1000:G10 at day 15. 

Biomolecule release from hydrogels generally occurs through the mechanisms of diffusion, 

erosion, or degradation [23, 26]. We examined the impact of diffusion on drug release mechanism of the 

hydrogels.  A simple mathematical method to determine the release kinetics of molecules from a polymer 

matrix is derived by plotting the first 60% of cumulative drug release data vs. square root of time (Figure 

7B and insert), then fitting data in the Higuchi equation: 𝑄𝑄𝑊𝑊 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾1/2, where Qt is the amount of drug 

released at time t, and K is the release constant rate. This equation is based on the Fickian diffusion and 

applicable to the diffusion of drugs that dispersed homogeneously in a polymer matrix [44, 45]. By applying 

this model to our hydrogels, we found that data from all groups acceptably fit this equation (R2 > 0.96). 

This finding indicated that the drug release mechanism of P1000:G10, P600:G5, and collagen sponge 

followed Fickian diffusion with the K values at 46.68±1.28, 48.68±1.27, and 49.59±1.73, respectively. 

 As the P1000:G10 performed better than P600:G5 on our hydrogel characterization tests, we then 

confirmed that PF-46 loaded into P1000:G10 hydrogel exhibited a similar release profile to AMC in the 

hydrogel.  We generated P1000:G10 hydrogels containing PF-46, and examined the release profile of PF-

46 over 1-4 days (which was based on the peak elution of AMC from P1000:G10).  The % cumulative 

release behavior of PF-46 was determined as described above and described in the methods.  As shown in 

Figure 7C, PF-46 exhibited a % cumulative release profile that showed an initial burst release (1-4 hours) 

followed by a slower release over the remaining 1-3 days, which was overall similar to the AMC profile.  

100% release of PF-46 was achieved by days 3-4 in our culture conditions. 

 

3.7. P1000:G10 and P600:G5 hydrogels are non-cytotoxic carriers  

According to the guidelines of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 10993-5) [37], 

biomaterials that exhibit ≥70% relative cell viability compared to the control group are considered to be 

non-cytotoxic materials.  Therefore, we examined whether the P600:G5 and P1000:G10 hydrogels 

exhibited cytotoxic effects on osteoblastic cells.  We collected eluates of P1000:G10 and P600:G5 

hydrogels and cultured MC3T3-E1 cells (a pre-osteogenic cell line) in these eluates for 24 hours, followed 

by MTS assay.  We found that the cell viability was 70% and 80% for the P1000:G10 and P600:G5 eluates, 

respectively (Figure 8).  Using either media alone or collagen sponge eluates as controls, the MC3T3-E1 

cell viability was found to be 100%. These data suggest that both P1000:G10 and P600:G5 hydrogels are 

likely to be non-cytotoxic to osteogenic cells, with cell viability ≥70% after 24 hours.   
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Therefore, for subsequent experiments, we chose the P1000:G10 hydrogel as the carrier for PF-46 

due to its improved viscosity, compared to P600:G5, combined with its acceptable gelation time, release 

behavior, and cytocompatibility. 

 

3.8. PF-46 released from hydrogels retains its efficacy to inhibit Pyk2 kinase activity 

We examined if PF-46 released from P1000:G10 hydrogels retains its ability to inhibit Pyk2 tyrosine kinase 

activity (Figure 9).  We first expressed Pyk2 cDNA in 293VnR fibroblast cells by transient transfection.  

Expressed Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated a protein-G agarose and anti-Pyk2 antibody.  We confirmed by 

Western blotting that all groups expressed the same level of Pyk2 (Figure 9B). Immunoprecipitated Pyk2 

was incubated with PF-46 released from the P1000:G10 hydrogels and then used in a tyrosine kinase 

activity assay.  We found that all concentrations of released PF-46 significantly inhibited Pyk2 tyrosine 

kinase activity when compared to the no-drug control group (p<0.05, Figure 9A). The inhibitory effect of 

released PF-46 (0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 µM) on Pyk2 kinase activity was comparable to freshly prepared PF-46 

that had not previously been loaded in the hydrogel. 

 

3.9. Hydrogel-released PF-46 enhances ALP activity and mineralization of osteoblasts 

We examined the osteogenic bioactivity of PF-46 released from the P1000:G10 hydrogels. BMSCs were 

differentiated into mature osteoblasts under osteogenic conditions in the presence or absence of the released 

PF-46, using the estimated concentrations of 0.1 and 0.5 μM.  Also included were control BMSCs, BMSCs 

incubated with freshly prepared PF-46, or with PF-46 (no hydrogel) pre-incubated at 37°C for 24 hours 

prior to use (used as control for the effect of culture time and temperature on the stability of PF-46).  ALP 

activity was quantified after 7 days of culture. As shown in Figure 10A, released PF-46 at 0.1 and 0.5 μM 

markedly enhanced ALP activity, compared to either the zero control or the non-loaded P1000:G10 group 

(p<0.05). Furthermore, the ALP activity of osteoblasts treated with released PF-46 at 0.1 and 0.5 μM was 

not statistically different from PF-46 incubated for 24 hours at 37°C.  These data suggest that PF-46 released 

from P1000:G10 hydrogels retains its ability to promote osteoblast activity. 

 We examined whether hydrogel-released PF-46 also improved Ca2+ mineral deposition by BMSCs, 

which is marker of mature osteoblasts capable of bone formation.  BMSC cells were cultured in osteogenic 

media as describe above with either fresh PF-46 or P1000:G10 hydrogel-released PF-46 (0.5 µM final 

concentration). Cells were left unstained or stained for Ca2+ deposits with Alizarin S red.  As shown in 

Figure 10B, cells cultured with either fresh PF-46 or hydrogel-eluted PF-46 showed enhanced Ca2+ nodule 

formation, indicating increased osteoblastic differentiation and mineralization. 

 

4. Discussion 
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To identify an appropriate Pyk2 inhibitor, we examined the efficacy of two commercially-available small 

molecule inhibitors of Pyk2, namely PF-43 and PF-46. We found that PF-46, a Pyk2-targeted inhibitor, 

promoted osteoblast activity and mineralizing activity to a greater extent than PF-43. Our results are 

consistent with published studies showing that PF-46 enhanced the mineralization of osteoblasts, whereas 

PF-43 failed to promote mineral deposition. One possible reason for this may be that PF-43 has an IC50 

value that is 20-fold more potent against FAK than Pyk2, suggesting it inhibits FAK more than Pyk2 [21], 

although this was not tested in our study.  Consistent with this, it has also been reported that inhibition of 

FAK significantly reduces calcium deposition in human MSCs after 28 days of culture [46].  For the current 

studies, we focused our investigations to the use of the Pyk2-targeted inhibitor, PF-46, because of it 

enhanced overall osteogenic activity, including ALP and mineralization.  Further, we found that PF-46 

eluted from the PEDGA hydrogels retained its inhibitor activity against Pyk2, and that inhibition of Pyk2 

by PF-46 enhanced both ALP activity and mineral deposition by BMSC. 

In the current study, we investigated two Pyk2 inhibitor-containing hydrogels and evaluated the 

viscosity, gelation time, swelling, degradation, and release behavior of these hydrogels.  Several of our 

experiments suggested that a hydrogel composed of PEGDA1000 plus 10% gelatin (P1000:G10) may make 

an appropriate carrier for the delivery of the Pyk2 inhibitors to promote osteoblast bone formation.  We 

found that the P1000:G10 hydrogel was cytocompatible and that PF-46 released from the hydrogel retained 

its inhibitory activity against Pyk2, leading to an increase in osteoblast activity.   We also found that the 

P1000:G10 solution exhibited the most obvious shear-thinning behavior. In addition, the P1000:G10 

solution exhibited the highest viscosity when it reached the Newtonion fluid behavior. These characteristics 

of the P1000:G10 hydrogel make it suitable as a drug delivery carrier because its viscosity is reduced when 

stress is applied, and viscosity is rapidly recovered upon removal of the stress; after which it can release its 

drug [47]  In addition, P1000:G10 solution is a yield stress fluid, which indicates that the solution will 

remain stationary after injection, allowing it to be cured without the concern of a free flowing solution. 

Thus, the viscosity and shear-thinning behavior of the P1000:G10 hydrogel may make it suitable for use as 

an injectable-carrier to minimize undesirable leakage into neighboring tissues or the blood circulation.  

The P1000:G10 hydrogel also showed a significantly lower swelling ratio than P600:G5. This 

effect was possibly due to the higher amount of gelatin, which is consistent with published studies showing 

that when the gelatin concentration exceeds 6%, the swelling degree decreases because of a significant 

increase in the network chains density. This can lead to decreases in water absorption and polymer 

relaxation, resulting in a decrease in the degree of hydrogel swelling [48]. Our PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels 

consist of PEGDA chains with DTT to form (−PEG−DTT−)n PEG polymer chains, which are 

hydrolytically labile chains. Thus, the formed hydrogels can undergo hydrolytic degradation over time [49, 
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50]. In addition, we used gelatin, which is a natural polymer that is responsive to enzymatic degradation 

and can be degraded in vivo by several enzymes, such as collagenase and lysozyme [51, 52]. This suggests 

that our PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels can be tailored for desirable degradation time through the adjustment of 

the concentration of DTT and gelatin. 

Although we used the same gelatin and PEGDA polymers for the synthesis of both PEGDA-gelatin 

hydrogels, we found that P600:G5 exhibited inferior loading efficiency compared to P1000:G10. This 

suggests that molecular weight of PEGDA and gelatin concentration may affect loading efficiency. It is 

known that the swelling and degradation of hydrogels in drug-delivery applications facilitates local delivery 

through temporally-modulated drug release. The release profile of AMC from both of the PEGDA-gelatin 

hydrogels showed an initial burst release.  However, the amount of release from PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels 

was lower than in collagen sponges, which was likely due to P1000:G10 having a lowest degree of swelling 

and degradation. One limitation of this approach is that the release profile of AMC may differ from that of 

PF-46 due to differences in molecular weight, structure, and solubility between the two molecules. 

However, we also investigated the release behavior of PF-46 loaded into P1000:G10, which showed that   

similar to AMC, PF-46 exhibited an initial rapid release phase, followed by a slower release phase, with 

100% PF-46 release being achieved by 3-4 days. Together, these data suggest that AMC can be used as a 

model system for initial characterization of the release profiles of hydrogel-based scaffolds, and that 

PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels may have broad applicability as carriers for a range of small molecules.  

Moreover, the % cumulative release profile of PF-46, suggests the P1000:G10 hydrogel may be useful for 

as a carrier for the delivery of PF-46 over several days. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to develop a PEGDA-gelatin hydrogel for 

osteogenic applications.  Notably, the Pyk2-inihbitor, PF-46, released from P1000:G10 retained its 

inhibitory activity against the Pyk2 tyrosine kinase and promoted ALP activity and Ca2+ mineral deposition 

by osteoblasts in vitro. Overall, our results indicate that P1000:G10 is an appropriate carrier for PF-46 based 

on several characteristics: 1) P1000:G10 prepolymer solutions exhibit a shear-thinning effect, 2) 

P1000:G10 prepolymer solutions exhibit Bingham fluid or yield point fluid behavior which can prevent 

undesirable leakage of the solution into neighboring tissues or blood circulation before polymerization, 3) 

P1000:G10 can form gel in situ by photopolymerization with a reasonable gelation time; allowing for 

sufficient handling time prior to light curing, 4) The P1000:G10 hydrogel is biodegradable, 5) P1000:G10 

is cytocompatible and exhibited the slowest drug-release behavior compared to other hydrogel formulations 

we tested.  Furthermore, one advantage of a hydrogel-based carrier is that the carrier and/or scaffold design 

can be tailored for timed drug release and degradation. All of these findings strongly support the use of 

PEGDA-gelatin hydrogel incorporated with a Pyk2-targeted inhibitor for targeted bone regeneration 

applications.  Given our published reports that osteoclasts from Pyk2-deficient mice have decreased bone 
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resorbing activities, the Pyk2-inhibitor based hydrogels may also be useful for the treatment of localized 

bone loss, for example in the treatment of periodontal disease. 
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FIGURE 1. The efficacy of PF-43 and PF-46 on osteoblast activity. A) Bone marrow stromal osteoblasts 
were treated with a dual FAK/Pyk2 inhibitor (PF-43) or a Pyk2-targeted inhibitor (PF-46) at 0.1 and 0.3 
μM for 24 hours. Proliferation activity was determined using an MTS assay. B and C) Bone marrow stromal 
osteoblasts were differentiated into mature osteoblasts under osteogenic conditions for 7 or 21 days in the 
presence or absence of PF-43 or PF-46, and the ALP activity and mineralization assays were performed, 
respectively. Control indicates DMSO vehicle, which was used to solubilize the inhibitors. The data are 
shown as mean and SEM of triplicate samples. Experiments were performed a minimum of three times and 
representative data are shown. Asterisks (*) indicate statistical significance (p<0.05).  

FIGURE 2: Schematic representation of the preparation of hydrogels and subsequent characterization and 
cell-based studies.  See methods for details. 

FIGURE 3. The dynamic viscosity of PEGDA and PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels. The dynamic viscosity of 
P600, P600:G5, P1000, and P1000:G10 prepolymer solutions was measured using a digital rheometer 
(viscometry mode) at room temperature was performed. The plots of A) viscosity versus shear rate, and B) 
shear stress versus shear rate of a representative sample from each group are shown.  

FIGURE 4. The gelation times of PEGDA and PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels. P600, P600:G5, P1000, and 
P1000:G10 prepolymer solutions were prepared and pipetted into the disk-shaped mold of 5 mm in diameter 
and 3 mm in thickness and exposed under visible light at room temperature. Gelation times were determined 
using a periodontal probe to verify the hardened of materials’ surfaces. The data are shown as mean and 
SEM of five samples (N=5). Asterisks (*) indicate statistical significant differences between different 
molecular weights of PEGDA, while the pound sign (#) shows the significant effect of gelatin (p<0.05).  

FIGURE 5. The swelling ratio and degradation of PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels. A) P600:G5 and P1000:G10 
gels were prepared and dried under the vacuum for 48 hours before soaking gels in PBS at 37°C and weight 
measuring up to 25 days. The swelling ratios for the first four hours are shown in the insert. B) The 
degradation of P600:G5 and P1000:G10 gels were also evaluated using the same method as the swelling 
experiment. The data are shown as mean and SEM of five samples (N=5). Experiments were performed 
twice and representative data are shown. Asterisks (*) indicate statistical significance (p<0.05).  

FIGURE 6.  FTIR analysis of PEGDA 600 (P600), 10% gelatin stock solution, cured P600:G5, 
PEGDA 1000 (P1000), 20% gelatin stock solution, and cured P1000:G10 are shown.  Samples 
were prepared in triplicate for each solution, and a representative FTIR readout is shown. 

FIGURE 7. The release profiles of PEGDA-gelatin hydrogels. To estimate drug elution, we used the 7-
amino-4-methylcoumarin dye. The dye was loaded into P600:G5 and P1000:G10 hydrogels or the collagen 
sponge (control) (N=5). The carriers were incubated in PBS at 37 °C, and aliquots of PBS were collected 
up to 25 days. A) The cumulative amount of dye released from carriers was determined by 
spectrophotometry. B) The plots of % cumulative release vs. time square root of the three candidate carriers 
are shown for the whole period of release. The insert shows the plot of the first 60% cumulative release 
versus time square root of all carriers. The correlation efficient (R2) and slope (y) for each candidate are 
also indicated. C) The PEGDA1000 plus 10% gelatin hydrogel was loaded with PF-46 and then cured.  
Aliquots of PF-46 in αMEM were taken at 1-96 hours as indicated, with replacement of equal volume of 
media.  PF-46 elution was determined on a spectrophotometer (after subtraction of a DMSO baseline) and 
quantified using a standard curve generated by serial dilution of fresh PF-46.  The % cumulative release of 
PF-46 is shown.  Each point is mean of triplicate samples with error bars representing SEM. 

FIGURE 8. In vitro cytotoxicity of PEGDA-gelatin containing eluates. P600:G5 and P1000:G10 
hydrogels, and collagen sponge disks were prepared and immersed in fresh culture media at 37ºC for 24 
hours, and eluates were collected. MC3T3-E1 cells were then cultured in the presence or absence of eluates 
for 24 hours. An MTS assay was performed to determine the proliferation/cytotoxicity of eluates. Non-



treated MC3T3-E1 cells were used as a positive control. The data are shown as mean and SEM of N=5. 
Experiments were performed twice and representative data are shown.  

FIGURE 9. Inhibition of Pyk2 tyrosine kinase activity by hydrogel-released PF-46. PF-46 loaded 
P1000:G10 gels were immersed in culture media at 37ºC for 24 hours. Released PF-46 in each sample was 
collected. 293VnR cells expressing Pyk2 cDNA were cultured with PF-46 eluates or control media for 2 
hours. A) Pyk2 was immunoprecipitated (IP) from cells and blotted for Pyk2 as controls. (b) The effect of 
released PF-46 on the intracellular Pyk2 tyrosine kinase activity was examined using the Universal Tyrosine 
Kinase Assay Kit. The data are shown as mean and SEM of five samples (N=5). Experiments were 
performed twice and representative data are shown. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant 
differences from the Pyk2 transfection control group (p<0.05).  

FIGURE 10. Effect of released PF-46 on ALP activity in osteoblasts. The PF-46 loaded P1000:G10 gel 
was immersed in culture media at 37ºC for 24 hours, and released PF-46 was collected. Bone marrow 
derived stromal osteoblasts were differentiated into mature osteoblasts under osteogenic conditions in the 
presence or absence of released PF-46 at various concentrations, which was estimated based on the PF-46 
and AMC elution profiles (Figure 7). A) ALP activity was assayed after 7 days. PF-46 that was freshly 
prepared or incubated for 24-hour at 37ºC prior to cell culture were used as positive controls. Vehicle treated 
cells (0) were used as the negative control. Asterisks (*) indicate statistically significant differences from 
the negative control (p<0.05). Significance between fresh and released PF-46 are also indicated (#).  The 
data are shown as mean and SEM of five samples (N=5). Experiments were performed twice and 
representative data are shown. B) Osteoblasts were cultured in osteogenic media containing either fresh PF-
46 (0.5 µM) or PF-46 eluted from P1000:G10 (estimated concentration of 0.5 µM), or an equivalent volume 
of the DMSO vehicle control.  Representative bright field microscopic images are shown. Scale bar 
indicates 50 microns.  Osteoblasts were also stained with Alizarin S red to stain Ca2+ mineral deposits, and 
imaged.  Representative images are shown. 
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